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GreenWorship Planning Tool 

 

 

1. Goals for Worship 

 

What are your goals for your worship?  Do you want to help your community praise God for the 

beauty of Creation, confess sin in relation to the environment, offer prayers for a specific place or 

occasion, gain greater awareness of their natural surroundings, etc? 

 

Goal:            Goal:        

 

2. Location 

 

Can your worship service be located outdoors?  Can part of the service take place outdoors, or in a 

part of your worship space that has a stronger connection to the outdoors? 

 

Location:       

 

3. Décor of the Worship Space 

 

Can your worship space be decorated to signify the importance, beauty, or majesty of the 

environment?  Can special cloth or fabric be used, incense burned, candles lit, food offered, etc? 

 

Décor:            Décor:       

Décor:            Décor:       

 

 

 

 

 

 

The following tool is designed to help worship planners plan worship services that integrate the environment into 

worship.  It is designed around questions and prompts to help you think about a variety of possibilities for your 

worship service.  It is not necessary to respond to all questions, and not all questions will be relevant for every 
worship service or setting. 

 

Reference materials can be found at the  
GreenWorship section of GreenFaith’s web-based Resource Center –  

http://greenfaith.org/resource-center/spirit/greenworship-resource  

 

Good luck planning your service! 

http://greenfaith.org/resource-center/spirit/greenworship-resource
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4. Increasing Nature’s Presence in Worship 

 

Are the opportunities to increase the presence of the natural world in your worship service through: 

 

Plants or living things in the worship space:       

Images of the natural world in the worship space (projected or hung):       

Sounds of the natural world – recorded or live:       

Other:       

 

5. Music 

 

Can music, or sounds for the worship service, be chosen that express connections, concerns or 

commitments to the natural world?  Can recorded sounds from nature be used? 

 

Musical/Sound Selection:       

Musical/Sound Selection:       

Musical/Sound Selection:       

Musical/Sound Selection:       

 

6. Call to Worship/Welcome to Worship 

 

Are there opportunities to make reference to the purpose of the service, or to the natural world, 

during the initial call or welcome to worship?  Should there be a responsive reading, a statement by 

the ordained leader, moment of silence, or other activity at the start of the service? 

 

Call/Welcome to Worship:        

 

7. Readings from Sacred and Artistic/Environmental Texts 

 

Can readings from sacred texts be chosen which have relevance to the environment?   

 

Sacred Text:            Sacred Text:        

 

Can readings from poets, authors, or other secular or environmental sources be included? 

 

Other Readings:          

 

8. Spoken Teachings or Sermons 

 

Can the spoken teaching or sermon address themes related to nature?  Can stories be told that will 

help the worshipping community feel connected to the natural world? 

 

Theme or Story:       

Theme or Story:       
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9. Prayers 

 

Can prayers be selected or written that offer the following: 

 

Praise or thanksgiving for the Earth:       

Confession or lament for our mistreatment of the Earth:       

Intercession or concern for weather, place, or life-form:       

Requesting strength/commitment to change personal behavior:       

Hope for legislation or governmental/organizational action:       

Other:       

 

10. Ritual Acts 

 

Are there opportunities to offer a ritual action related to the natural world (e.g. blessing of water or 

animals, the use or display of certain natural items, etc)?  Can a traditional ritual act be conducted in 

a way that focuses peoples’ attention on the environment? 

 

Ritual Act:           Ritual Act:       

 

11. Religious Tradition or Holy Day 

 

Is there a traditional practice or Holy Day from within your religion’s history or annual calendar of 

observances which can be adapted for use in this worship service? 

 

Traditional Practice/Holy Day:       

Traditional Practice/Holy Day:       

 

12. Innovation 

 

Is there an innovation, or new activity, that you can integrate into your service? 

 

Innovation:       

 

13. Other 

 

Is there any other way in which the worship service should be organized to address its theme(s)? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Please share your worship services with GreenFaith at info@greenfaith.org. 

We’re eager to learn what you’ve done! 

mailto:info@greenfaith.org

